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Our Courses: The Soft Skills Performance Wheel TM
“A focused offer of engaging soft skills trainings,
providing usable tools for better and measurable
performance praised by our Clients”

The Evolution-U Business Suites are comprised of
over 25 executive training courses containing 150+
unique modules drawing on best of breed business
psychology and NLP applications which we have
selected and formatted to deliver focused, results
driven content.

*NLP courses: NLP Certification, NLP Fundamentals and NLP in Business

Personal & Business Coaching
Every world champion has a coach. This principle doesn’t only apply to sport; it applies equally to
business and personal life where many of us don’t reach our potential because of limitations
within ourselves which prevent us from achieving our peak performance.
All Evolution-U trainers are certified Coaches (ABNLP*
and/or ICF**). Rather than being coaches first, our talent
is drawn from extensive experience in the realm of
business psychology. Every team member brings a wealth
of knowledge from the corporate and entrepreneurial
worlds.

At the individual level, the limitations that prevent us
from performing at our best may be conscious or
unconscious (i.e. we are not fully aware of them). The
good news is that most if not all such limitations can be
removed if we want them to be, leaving us free to fulfil
our potential.

This allows our trainers to offer a unique approach to
coaching which is often closer to mentoring. In addition
to working with a highly qualified coach, our clients have
the option to acquire a “menu" of best of breed business
psychology skill sets which can be applied to their specific
business needs.

At Evolution-U, our coaches are certified NLP and Time
Line Therapy® Practitioners, and are proficient in
applying proven techniques for removing limitations
such as negative emotions, anxiety and limiting
decisions.
Personal Development Coaching uses a
combination of NLP, Time Line Therapy® and ICF**
recommended coaching principles and, as with Business
Coaching Solutions, can help remove limiting decisions or
unwanted negative emotions that are restricting our
personal goals in life. Coaching assignments range from a
single day “personal breakthrough” to a 6-12 month
customized personal programme depending upon client
needs. All coaching sessions are conducted in 2-hour
blocks except personal breakthroughs which require a full
day.

Our coaching clients are typically senior executives with
diverse challenges ranging from:
•
the need to develop elevated executive
presence;
•
a requirement to manage teams effectively
across cultures; and
•
advanced leadership and communication skills
essential to success at committee and board
level interactions both internally and with
clients.

* American Board of Neuro Linguistic Programming Coaching Division
** International Coaching Federation.
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Coaching Your Team (CYT)
Course Outline
It is difficult to successfully lead without also developing your key personnel to
operate at their highest level of potential. To do this effectively it is helpful to
understand the process of coaching. While coaching is often reserved as a perk
for top management, there is huge value in management themselves being able
to use coaching tools to unlock the potential of their team members.
Fortunately these techniques are relatively simple and readily accessible with
a little training. This one day course introduces a series of core coaching
competencies and allocates adequate role play time for participants to practise
using coaching skills so that they can return to their teams and drive change and
performance within their sphere of influence.

Learning Objectives
•

By taking this course, participants will:
•
Learn the coaching mind set and the fundamentals of
coaching.
•
Develop a template coaching plan which will serve as
the coaching record with team members.
•
Use a series of introductory coaching tools and apply
them to your business needs.
•
Learn the 3D Coaching Model and how to generate
questions that focus on each of its elements.
•
Use a series of advanced coaching tools and apply
them to your business needs.

Practise all tools and techniques, receive appraisal
and develop a plan for applying to their business
needs.

As well as instructor led presentation, this content
includes numerous group break outs and exercises to
engage participants and encourage them to consider and
apply the techniques to their business situations.
This course is available in full day and 2-day modules, for
up to 12 people. Additional participants quoted upon
request. Level: Advanced.

Course Content

Part 1: Transitioning from Boss to Coach
The Coaching Mindset
When applied correctly coaching is an indispensable tool for unlocking potential however what is a coach? How does coaching
differ from managing, mentoring or teaching and when do we use coaching to maximise impact rather than one of these
others? These are the sorts of questions that are addressed in this introduction so that we can use coaching techniques as part
of our leadership toolkit.

Developing a Coaching Plan
Any coaching assignment requires a coaching plan which is normally written by the coaching client under direction from the
coach. When correctly drafted, the coaching plan is a reference document giving momentum, direction and accountability. It
is an essential coaching tool that shall be introduced in this section with suggestions for templates.

Exercise: ‘Raising the Bar’

An interactive group session where teams are challenged to identify the key attributes of leading global brands, and then
develop a mind set and strategy for importing similar attributes into their own best practises and inspiring their teams to do
likewise.

Part 2: Coaching Techniques & Application
Coaching Tools Part 1
There are literally hundreds of coaching tools used to assist coaches in delivering their message and enabling change for the
coaching client. Many of the tools are effectively metaphors; stories or concepts wrapped in allegory to allow the listener to
interpret the meaning without the meaning being presented as a fait accompli. In this section three introductory coaching
tools are introduced and attendees are challenged to contextualise their use within their teams.

Exercise: Application of Coaching Tools Part 1
The 3D Coach
When coaching it is often necessary to manage three different sides of the coaching client; the emotional client, the logical
client and the physical client. This section introduces each of these components, the relationship built with each and
structured questioning for communicating across the three dimensions.

Coaching Tools Part 2
A series of more advanced coaching tools are introduced for assisting in the process of better understanding the coaching
client, creating change and developing a robust and actionable coaching plan.
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Exercise: Application of Coaching Tools Part 2
Part 3: Role play

The theory and techniques introduced in parts 1 and 2 are not particularly complicated individually. The challenge is to use
the appropriate tool at the appropriate time and to resist prior tendencies which for senior managers are often embedded.
The section on role play whereby course attendees act as coach and coaching client and deliver feedback to each other is
therefore a critic.
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